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Bag Pack Variety

Tulika Guha Thakurta, AIS Noida, IV A poses with her copy of

'The Global Times' outside the cellular Jail, Port Blair,

Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The cellular jail also known as

kala pani, was a colonial prison in the Andaman and Nicobar

islands. The prison was used by the British especially to exile

political prisoners to the remote archipelago. Freedom fighters

like Batukeshwar Dutt & Vinayak Damodar were lodged here.
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Many precious stones were ripped off from its walls
by the British during the Indian rebellion of 1857.

All top quotes compiled by Nimisha Rastogi
AIS Vas 1, IV

Author: J R R Tolkien
Rating: 5/5

I will tell you
about: The Silmar-

illion was the first

book Tolkien

started writing and

the last he finished.

It was edited and

published posthu-

mously by his son,

Christopher Tolkien.

The Silmarillion is the

mythopoetic prequel to

the 'Lord of the Rings' trilogy. But don’t let that

lead you astray, though. The Silmarillion has as

much of a plot line as a history book and that

isn’t just an analogy. The Silmarillion is a le-

gitimate history book, with dates, places, and

names whizzing by you which was one of the

main reasons it received negative reviews from

a few critics. 

You should read me because: The book mainly

follows the 'First age' of the Middle Earth ie

(for those unfamiliar with LOTR) the time pe-

riod before Sauron came to power and the

events of the Hobbit unfolded. This book is for

the adventurous. It requires reading each page

multiple times to understand who did what,

when, where, why, and how. The Silmarillion

ends with Dagor Dagorath (Sindarin for battle

of battles). In this battle, the forces of the Valar

(heavenly beings) fight against a former Valar

who committed the first evil deed and in doing

so, became the 'First Dark lord' Morgoth. His

loss leads to his loyal servant taking on the

mantle of primary antagonist Sauron and the

LOTR series start hence. The book is a must

read for those who wish to travel into the mys-

tical world of LOTR.

The best line: “Many are the strange chances

of the world,” said Mithrandir, “and help oft

shall come from the hands of the weak when

the wise falter.”

Reviewed by : Caitanya Singh Jaswal

AIS Noida, X B

Parul Munjal

AIS Gur 46, X J

W
hen asked the differ-

ence between fruits

and vegetables, don’t

say “kya farak padta hai?” any-

more now!

*IMPORTANT

Fruits are basically the matured
form of the ovaries of plants
which bear seeds within,
whereas vegetables are the edi-
ble entities of the plant. 

Bell pepper- Never rang
the bell
From serving as a topping on that

margarita to being sizzled in your

daily bowl of Maggie, this fruit’s

individuality gets lost in the

process. Our forever hated

shimla mirch gives us yet another

reason to dislike it by claiming to

belong to the vegetable clan

when its tribe is fruit.

Corn- The scorn of corn
Geography books, grocery stores

and local vendors, all have given

maize a special status of grain.

However, it belongs to the sect of

fruits. So next time when you’re

saying “bhaiya bhutta dena”, re-

member it was born a fruit.

Tomato- Et tu, Brute?
Being a routine part of salads,

this ketchup element is com-

monly called a vegetable when it

is a pure fruit. So, the next time,

when you enjoy your mix-veg

soup know that there's a fruit

juice in it too!

Pumpkin-Mute about fruit
This trick-or-treat fruit is thought

of as a vegetable, when it comes

to the culinary sector. Even after

being all the rage in the fall sea-

son, being used for flavoring

pumpkin spice lattes and making

pumpkin scented candles, very

few people are aware of it being

a fruit and not a veggie.

Ladyfinger-Edgy veggie
Even our good old bhindi also

known as okra in some areas is

not what maa tells it to be. The

fact that it grows on a bush and

bears seeds, technically makes it

a fruit. Now don’t let your fam-

ily deceive you about it being a

vegetable; only because we have

it with chapatti.G  T

You guessed me wrong

THE SILMARILLION

Ahlaam Rafiq

AIS Noida, XI D

T
here are some things that tran-

scend the boundaries of time;

some things that connect with

people of every generation; some

things that carve their mark in every

era. These some things go on to earn

the title of ‘Classics’. We bring you

some classics that are devoured with

the same love even today as they were

yesterday. 

The Beatles: In 1964, the Beatles ap-

peared on ‘The Ed Sullivan Show’

which marked the official start of  the

Beatlemania not just in the US but

across the world. Even today, the leg-

endary band has everyone singing its

tunes. At a time, when generation gap

has become the most commonly used

term, the songs of this band come as a

respite. After all, it is not every day that

you find your father and yourself

singing and loving the same song.

Thank you notes: Writing ‘Thank
you’ notes originated long before email

or facebook arrived. Try it, nothing

goes farther than a hand written ‘Thank

you’ note. Even though it is easier to

shoot off a text message or email to ex-

press gratitude, nothing can replace the

charm of simple and meaningful hand-

written note. A single note conveys

feelings worth millions, no matter what

the era and time.

Red lipstick: It’s a major throwback to

red lips once again! From Marilyn

Monroe and Jerry Hall to Scarlett Jo-

hansson, there is something about red

lipstick on a woman’s lips that tran-

scends time. This fashion trend teamed

with anything and everything always

works wonders. So, whether you are

wearing a saree or taking the LBD

route, the red lipstick will give your

overall appearance an extra edge.  Red

is the colour which has adorned the lips

of ladies from ancient civilisation to

Elizabethan England. 

Harry Potter: Millennials grew up

with the movie characters in Harry Pot-

ter. But then there is a generation which

had the first and second book read to

them by their parents. This is the gen-

eration which waited in line for the

books at midnight, and cried incon-

solably when Dumbledore died. Harry

Potter thus, continues to live on.

Denim: 1873 is the year when the

first pair of jeans was patented. In the

30s, cowboys wore jeans and in the

40s, Rosie the Riveter embraced

them. The 50s brought James Dean

looking sharp in denim for ‘Rebel

without a cause’ and in the 60s, the

bell-bottoms craze hit the stores. We

now of course, are not giving up our

perfect pair of skinny, rugged jeans

anytime soon.

Mystery novels: Our parents grew up

reading Agatha Christie and will for-

ever be a fan of Hercule Poirot. Then

their is our generation which read

Nancy Drew, Hardy Boys, Cam

Jansen and Amelia Bones. The craze

for mystery never ends as we all

know and we’re ready for the mod-

ern-day Mata Hari.

Wearing all black: Black cuts across

eras and ages. Images of  Audrey

Hepburn and Twiggy in all black are

still etched in our minds.The latest

member of black club, is the lady in

black veil, Taylor Swift.

Karaoke. As long as music lovers

exist, Karaoke will remain an in-

evitable part of our lives. After all

anyone in the  mood for celebrations

likes to sing and tap to their favourite

lyrics, right?

They say time changes everything.

But then, there are things that survive

the test of time and continue mes-

merising people across generations.

So, go ahead and soak in these clas-

sics and they won’t disappoint.G  T

All Veggies Are Fruits But All Fruits Are Not Veggies

The Sonorous Charms Of Creations Beyond Time
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